Content list for compiling MOE Major Works Construction Contracts NZS3910:2013

- Contract Agreement
  - The General Conditions of Contract NZS3910:2013
  - First Schedule - Special Conditions of Contract - Specific Conditions
  - Second Schedule – Special Conditions of Contract - Other Conditions
  - Third Schedule – Form of Contractor’s Bond
  - Sixth Schedule - Form of Producer Statement - Construction
  - Eighth Schedule - Contractor arranged Plant Insurance Information
  - Ninth Schedule – Public liability insurance information
  - Tenth Schedule – Contractor’s motor vehicle insurance information
  - Eleventh Schedule – Contractor’s Professional Indemnity insurance information
  - Twelfth Schedule - Principal arranged Construction Insurance Information
  - Thirteenth Schedule – Form of Subcontractor Warranty
  - Fourteenth Schedule - Agreement for Off-site Materials
  - Fifteenth Schedule - Practical Completion Certificate
  - Sixteenth Schedule - Final Completion Certificate
  - Seventeenth Schedule - Form of Continuity Guarantee
  - Eighteenth Schedule - Form of Weathertightness Warranty

- Appendix C Subcontractor Warranties
- Appendix D Health and Safety Requirements
- Appendix E Environmental Requirements
- Appendix F Asbestos Handling Requirements
- Scope of Works, Drawings and Specifications (from Engineer)